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Getting Research into Practice:
But Whose Job Is It? -:
Getting research into practice is
critical now more than ever, but are
researchers really up to the task?
What can we learn from American Idol,
the auto industry, and Big Pharma?
26 E±J
Investment Opportunity:
Where Do We Go From Here?
Social Impact asks social and
economic policy experts to put the
economic challenges facing the United
States into perspective and help
an wer the question: What should we
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I am often asked about our priorities.
Since our School is enjoying su h great
opportunity - within OUf unlver iry,
locally, nationally, and internationally - the
need to have priorities and be strategic is
essential. OUf strategic choices are even more
challenging during this period of tight financial
resources. The School's vision - to create
positive social change through our path-
breaking research and educational excellence -
provides a day-to-day framework for making
these choices. Long term, we are guided by
our ten-year plan, Impact 2020.
Our first priority is simple: assuring the
success of our people. We work hard to attract
the best and most diverse faculty, staff, and
students. Our responsibility is to give them the
wherewithal to do their best work.
On the faculty front, we know that if we want
to be successful as an evidence-based school,
one of our key strategic questions is:
How do we take the findings from our faculty
research and deploy them in ways that
actually improve policy and practice? Our
cover story _ influenced greatly by experts
in communication - sparks some initial
discussion around this very issue, and as you
will read, we have some diverse opinions.
For students, we strive to provide the best
overall graduate professional school experience
possible. This means creating a welcoming and
inclusive community, and offering an evidence-
based, interdisciplinary educational experience
that extends beyond the classroom.
Many of the innovations described in this issue
of Social Impact - our international institutes,
our Social System Design Lab, and Grounds 4
Change - illustrate initiatives that our faculty,
staff, and students have taken to realize this
vision and align with the larger strategic plan
of the School.
The state of the economy still remains at
the forefront for us and all the agencies with
which we work. In our feature story, "Where
Do We Go From Here?" we asked local experts
how the country should invest its limited
resource, including what policies deserve
our time, money, and expertise. Once again,
the challenge is to be strategic, but at a more
macro level.
The new year is getting off to great start.
We are having a record year in student
applications and faculty research, and I thank
you for your continued interest and support of
all of our work. As you will see, there is much
to think about in this issue of our magazine,
and 1look forward to your comments.
Please e-mail us at socialimpact@wust1.edu.
EDWARD F. LAWLOR
Dean and the William E. Gordon
Distinguished Professor
Director, Institute for Public Health
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By lora Iannotti, PhD
Two days before the January 12,2010,earthquake that devastated Haiti,
Lora Iannotti, PhD, assistant professor from the Brown School,
traveled to Port-au-Prince and Leogane, Haiti, to continue her
research about undernutrition and disease prevention in young children
The massive tremor changed her focus from research for the future
to survival, with her team helping children in the aftermath of the quake
A year later, Lora not only shares her expenence but her thoughts
on long-term ways to help the people of Haiti
A yiti. a name once used by the indigenous Tainopeople on the island, means mountainous terrain -mountains formed by the movement of tectonic
plates. In my 20 years of going to Haiti, there were plenty
of health and safety concerns: malaria, enteric diseases,
political riots, kidnapping, etc. An earthquake was never
on that list.
On January 12, 2010, we began
JANUARY 12, 2010 our day at a large communal
table in the guesthouse of Children's Nutrition Program
(CNP) in Leogane. Maps of the region were spread out
over the table as we discussed characteristics of the
various communities and how we could match control and
intervention villages for the large micronutrient study we
were planning. Over one-quarter of the children in Haiti are
stunted or chronically undernourished, and it is suspected
that an even larger proportion suffer from a problem
called hidden hunger or deficiencies in certain critical
nutrients (Emmus 2005-2006). Our study, which combined
a supplemental ready-to-use food with a behavior change
communication model called Positive Deviance/Hearth,
aimed to address deficiencies in iron, zinc, and vitamin A
in young Haitian children.
The agenda for the rest of the day was set. After greeting
a mother and her small child from the program, we
left for the Faculty of Nursing Sciences to meet Dean
Hilda Alcindor. The nursing school, built by professional
architects as noted to us that morning, was a lovely, small
oasis in the middle of the squalid poverty that is Haiti.
In 35 seconds,
over 230,000 people were dead,
two million left homeless,
and countless more disabled.
We discussed training nursing students to serve as
enumerators and phlebotomists and schemed even grander
plans of building a laboratory within the school. When the
meeting ran late, we fortuitously missed lunch in order to
make an appointment in Port-au-Prince - a one hour's
drive from Leogane. There at the Infant and Young Child
Nutrition project, we were similarly productive, and with
a certain irony, we left carrying communication materials
promoting the importance of breastfeeding during
emergencies that had been developed following
the hurricanes of recent years.
7 3 By 4:3° p.m., our group was dining at an outdoor• restaurant. Less than a half hour later came the
violent, jarring of the earthquake registering 7·3 on the
Richter scale. In 35 seconds, over 23°,000 people were dead,
two million left homeless, and countless more disabled.
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The story of our days following the quake - filledwith meager attempts to help; horrible scenes ofbroken bones, leveled buildings, and trapped bodies;
frustrated attempts to leave; and little food or sleep -
is unremarkable. Within three to four days, OUf team
was entirely evacuated, flying away from the reality that
Haitians will always Jive.
This country has known countless hardships through
time, and my first impressions were that this one may have
defeated them, at last crippling spirits as well as bodies. This
is not the case. With the familiar resilience that is simply
part of who they are, Haitians are coming back. lt took
only a night arid day before songs could be heard again and
markets were operating. ln the months that have followed,
as thousands of foreign donors and humanitarian aid workers
scurry about "rescuing" Haiti, they have gone on with life.
On March 31, 2010, governments
from around the world convened
for a United Nations International Donors Conference on
Haiti. In preparation for the conference, the Government of
the Republic of Haiti developed an Action Plan for National
Recovery and Development (PDNA) outlining the key
initiatives for reconstruction of infrastructure; the economy;
the social sector, including health and education; and
institutions. Pledges of support from countries totaled USD
$5.3 million over the first 18months and another $10 billion
over ten years, exceeding the PDNA budget. Unfortunately,
to date, very little of these funds have arrived in Haiti.
MARCH 31, 2010
On the ground, the disaster response in the early months
was considered fairly well organized and effective after some
initial problems of leadership and logistics. Sector clusters,
already present in Haiti, have been more fully operational
to coordinate relief efforts, including food and agriculture,
nutrition, health, water and sanitation, and funding.
The early nutrition interventions were successful in
keeping severe malnutrition prevalence rates low, and some
would consider the actions taken to be progressive when
compared to disaster responses in other parts of the world.
Breastfeeding practices are critical to child survival in
developing countries and are often undermined during
emergencies, in large part due to the mass distribution of
infant formula. Though there was the initial threat of this in
Haiti, UNICEF and several Non-governmental Organizations
(NGOs) took steps to prevent the importation of formula
and to promote breastfeeding. An innovation cal1ed Baby
Tents was used for both behavior change communication
activities and to deliver economic incentives (food vouchers)
to mothers to encourage positive breastfeeding practices.
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Another advance in the Haiti relief effort was the
distribution of plumpynurw to young children instead of
the traditional food aid products such as corn soy blend or
wheat soy blend. Plumpy'nute, produced by Nutriset, is a
peanut butter paste that also contains milk powder, sugar,
and micronutrient fortificants. Evidence shows it is effective
when used in community-based therapeutic feeding
programs to treat severely malnourished children.
This food and other similar products, called ready-to-use
therapeutic foods or supplemental foods, are energy and
nutrient dense, resistant to bacterial contamination, easy
to prepare, and liked by children. Few studies, however,
have examined its use in preventing undernutrition or
micronutrient deficiencies more specifically. Together with
St. Louis-based Meds and Food for Kids (MFK), we currently
are testing a similar peanut butter paste product called
Nutributterw specifically designed to prevent rnicronutrteut
deficiencies among infants and young children. The food
will eventually be produced by MFK in Haiti, with the added
advantage of supporting peanut farmers and creating jobs
On October 21, 2010, came the
OCTOBER 21, 2010 newsof a predictable "aftershock"
to this disaster, the outbreak of cholera. Rates of diarrhea
morbidity and mortality were already high given the
country's socioeconomic and nutritional characteristics.
The extremely poor water and sanitation conditions preser:t
prior to the earthquake deteriorated further due to crowded
living conditions and diminished access to potable water.
As of December 4, 2010, there have been 93,222 confirmed
cases and 2,120 deaths from cholera. Some are estimating
that it will take a full year to turn this epidemic around.
In view of this and the already enormous health burden
imposed by diarrheal disease in Haiti, we have integrated
interventions into our Nutributtere project specifically
targeting infant and young child feeding practices at the
intersection of nutrition and diarrhea. For example, we
are promoting exclusive breastfeeding for six months as
recommended by the World Health Organization and' zinc
nutrition during the complementary feeding period. If an
infant from a developing country is not exclusively breastfed,
his or her risk of dying from diarrheal disease increases
by 2 to II times (Black et al. 2008). Zinc deficiencies are
known to impede recovery from diarrheal disease and
elevate the risk of death. We will be promoting Nutributter's
as a source of zinc, as well as locally available foods rich in
zinc such as meat and fish.

PE RS PECTI YES International Collaborations
International
COLLABORATIONS
By Rick Skwiot I Photos courtesy of Gautam Yadama
Through research and strategic
partnerships, Gautam Yadama's work
is benefiting both students
and international communities.
Gautam Yadama















on the frontlines leading that charge,
understanding how poor communities
govern common pool resources and
public goods for their livelihoods and
the conditions under which they are
successful. This and other research
have been helping train
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You've been working to develop
new international training
opportunities lor Brown School
graduate students. Why is that
so important now?
GAUTAM YADAMA:
~ I To me the question is: How do
we create the kind of structures
that routinely enable students to get
a grasp of these issues in low- and
middle-income countries? One way
[do not want to do it is a sort of
tourism approach where they take
a short trip, see things, and come
back. We're focused on creating an
international experience that has
depth to it. A productive way is to
engage graduate students - master
as well as doctoral students - in
faculty field research. And certainly
we are doing that, and studenrs have
benefited tremendously from it.
We've developed winter and ummer
institutes on thematic areas in
partnership with our collaborating
organizations, such as Hong Kong
Polytechnic Univer tty and Peking
University in China, or the Tara
Institute of Social Sciences (TIS)
and the Indian Institute of
Technology - Bombay, India. And
thanks to the leadership or Professor
Luis Zayas, with the Pcnttficta
Univer-sidad Cat61ica de Chile.
As part of these institutes, the faculty
come together to deliver lectures,
organize field visits, and create
other experiential content in the
thematic areas for a three-week period.
Then graduate students from these
partnering institutions and from the
Brown School study together in the
thematic area.
For example, last winter our students
went to Nepal and India not only
to attend lectures on public health
strategies in mental health that are
being deployed in this area but also
to visit agencies and have debr-iefing
sessions with local faculty. And SOme
students might choose to go back
and do their internships. They're
in-country there, and there i 1'\
ubstltute for tudying in the field.
And the instil ure are very, very
re Duree lntenslv in that there is a
lot of planning that goe on. Many of
our faculty, including Enola Pro tor,
Tl nya Edmond, hanta Pandey, and
Trish Kohl, arc engaged. We're doing
the e Institute on a regular ba I ,and
tudent are competing to be elected.
You and the Brown School
have had some success working
with Non-governmental
Organizations (NCOs) and other
universities and institutions to
tap into their local expertise
and resources. What are some
of your current venturesi'
10
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:~ I We have completed an institute
on mental health, gender,
and poverty, in which students went
to Katmandu, Nepal, and Chennai
and Mumbai, India. They had a chance
to see up close the work of the
Banyan and TISS.
A second institute focused on energy,
environment, and development in
Udaipur, India. We organized this
institute with two other McDonnell
Academy partner universities _
liT-Bombay, Foundation for Ecological
Security (FESl, and TISS. Students
worked to produce case studies along
specific themes concerning energy,
environment, and development.
We al 0 have now built up a social
work faculty profe slonal development
program with the Open Society
Institute, in which faculty from
Kazakhstan, Georgia, and Mongolia
have been In residence at the Brown
chool for semester-long work on
curriculum and their own research.
We also have been ho ting visiting
Pulbrlght and Ford Fellows from
China and India and doctoral scholars
from Nt Donnell Academy partner
univer Itie - two from TISS who
are working on transgender issues
and stigma and mental health in
India. tudenrs have received Boren
Fellow hlp, and we have placed
tudent in Intern hips in China on a
rural public-goods provision project.
Last ummer we sent a student to
Mongolia to work with the Center
for Social Work Excellence and are
working on building partnerships with
health- and development-oriented
organizations in India. We also
have students in India working with
Pratim Biswas [chair; Department of
Energy, Environmental & Chemical
Engineering] and me on emissions in
poor households with FES.
Further, we have placed five students
on the Human and Natural Systems
Project in India, working with Peter
Hovmand [director of the Brown
School's Social System Design Lab],
Tiffany Knight [assistant professor
of biology and assistant director of
environmental studies], and myself
This is a transdisciplinary project
modeling the dynamic linkages
between livelihood strategies of the
poor and local forest ecosystems.




workers. How do all the parts
lit together?
~ I Pratim Biswas, as an en.gi~eer,
is concerned about ermssrons
from combustion when poor people
in Andhra Pradesh burn firewood
for fuel. I'm concerned about how to
reduce that dependence and ensure
energy security in these households.
And we both are concerned about
health and climate effects from black
carbon due to incomplete combustion
of biomass. Over time, health effects
from prolonged exposure to emissions
from biomass combustion reinforce
poverty. And poverty reinforces, again,
further dependence on these natural
resources, of which is concern to
Tiffany Knight as a biologist focused
on health of ecosystems. We're all
looking at a larger set of issues:
What are the inter-linkages between
the human systems and the natural
systems? What is the dynamic
between these two systems, and how
are they connected? - which
is something that Peter Hovmand's
system dynamics approach helps us
understand. (See story on page 36)
Can you give an example
01 how that transdisciplinary
collaboration ultimately
impacts your work, which
bridges human and natural
systems?
~ I This approach will give us the
understanding of and leverage
over very complex problems that
implicate both human and natural
systems. For example, Tiffany Knight
joined our team last summer, looking
at how trees progress from one stage
class to another in an Andhra Pradesh
forest. Are they progressing or not?
She has tagged species that this
community has identified as being
important for them, that they extract
regularly for fuel - and we have
GPS coordinates on all the species
that she has sampled. So eventually
when we build these models, we
would over time be able to tell you
how changes in the social system
are actually impacting the forest
ecosystems and vice versa.
I I
That seems a hallmark 01 the
Brown School's international pro-
grams - their interdisciplinary
nature. Why is that so important?
~ I I think this type of work is
essential. If you're going to
be affecting the human condition, it
has to be transdisciplinary because
solutions lie at the intersections
of disciplines. Graduate and
undergraduate students working
on projects with us understand the
purpose for crossing disciplines if we
are to address real-world problems.
By compartmentalizing a problem on
disciplinary grounds, we might find
some comfort, but it certainly distorts
all that we need to know to eventually
affect that condition. And if you base
that intervention on a distorted vision,
then you might actually go wrong
when you design interventions. While
transdisciplinary work is absolutely
critical, it's not easy to do. You have
to have great trust and respect across
disciplines. You have to be able to
listen. And then you have to emerge
with a shared understanding of the
underlying processes and, from that,
our common goal.
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We offer unique opportunities
for students to affect change all
over the world. This winter,
students took advantage of three
different institutes - two in India
and one in Chile.
L
How does one balance short-
term concerns - the people
need to eat and to burn
firewood - against longer~term
health and environmental
sustainability concerns?
~ \ The question for us in the short
run is: How do you promote
policies that enable people to manage
these resources in ways that allow the
resource to regenerate but also allow
people to construct livelihoods that
are dependent on these resources?
Of cour e. in the long run you would
like to move everybody out of poverty
o they're really not dependent on
biomass, so they're not out cutting
[he wood. But if you're going to
do omething now about reducing
cmi Ion and getting good health
outcome, you probably will have to
act on the engineering side - giving
them alternative fuels and designing
better Combusting technologies
that are both culturally acceptable
and practical. Liquid petroleum gas
might solve the problem, but that's
not going to happen overnight. So in
the meantime you still have to allow
them to combust biomass but more
erA iently, 0 that the emissions
are redu ed. We collected all kinds
of eml ions data using the latest
equipment and now have an emissions
ind x for each household that we will
[hen connect with the household
condition . And we hopefully will be
able [0 look at' variability in emissions
depending on the kind of social,
economic, and cultural drivers that
are at play in the household. But the
long-term goal here is to add a health
dimension where we have medical
faculty studying acute respiratory
illness that is due to emissions from
biomass combustion. So, let's say
that we intervene with some low-
cost engineering design for stoves
























Evidence-Based, Family-Oriented Practice in
Health and Social Services in Chile.
This institute exposed students to the cultural
context of Chilean society. Brown School
students, Chilean social work students, and
family medicine residents work ccllaboratlvely
to conduct projects in service settings. In
addition to classroom Instruction, the Institute
included Reid work in community health centers
and social services agencies In Santiago,
Mumbai, India -1
Community-Driven Sy'tem Dynamio.
for Modeling Urban and Rural
Development Problem. and Intervention •.
Students participating In this Institute
learned to use system dynamic modeling
and participatory group model-bulldlng
methods to address key urban and rural
development problems in India.
Mumbai, India
TowardGender-Aware Urban Development
Developing countries face several axes of
discrimination and inequity, particularly
gender discrimination. This institute explored
the nature of these inequities and ways in
which they are addressed in policy responses,
municipal systems, and resulting urban
development projects. A gender-social
relations framework was used to help students
understand key concerns such as housing
and financial inclusion.
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Then we would want to be able to see
what the health impacts are, as well as
environmental impacts.
This seems extraordinarily
complex - difficult to get one's
arms around.
~ I Peter Hovmand's Social
System Design Lab helps us
understand how it all fits together.
Peter and I developed a method
called Community-Driven System
Dynamics to examine these complex
processes that are unfolding on the
ground. We can't be talking just to
"experts" - we have to talk to the
real experts, the people who are
entrenched in these problems.
While it might seem complicated
and involved, this method has been
very useful and has provided greater
clarity in understanding complex
and risk-prone poor households.
People are giving us the information,
and we build the models showing
various possible outcomes. And then
we take it back to them in the local
language to validate the structures
that produce complex Behaviors.
Why are these people so
responsive and eager to
participate in this project,
which might seem somewhat
esoteric to them?
~ I Because we're not just air-
dropping into a place and doing
it but rather going to villages where
our partner FES is working already and
where we have very deep connections
through them. Our School's good
relations with the Foundation for
Ecological Security, the Open Society
Institute, and other NGOs and
enlightened governmental agencies
are crucial to the international
research and education we conduct.
You need an organization like the
FES that is scientifically oriented but
very focused on using that learning
. '.'.
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to impact populations in order to
get better outcomes not only on
ecological restoration but also for poor
households. FES is very keen on using
Community-Driven System Dynamics
to inform their own work. That's why,
even though its very complicated,
we've been able to do this, because
we have such motivated learning
organizations as partners.
One of your research interests
is the role of NGOs in
development. Your recent
experience with these
organizations seems to suggest
that role is changing.
~ I Unlike the old stereotype
of NGOs that always take a
stance against government, these are
highly sophisticated NGOs that not
only work with governments to make
certain kinds of development policies
work more effectively, but they're
also bringing along governments with
new information that only they can
bring from down in the trenches. And
a lot of bureaucrats in districts and
other government officials recognize
this about many NGOs. Our students
also recognize it. If you have an NGO
that's merely delivering a service for
the government or doing what the
government cannot do effectively, it's
a good thing, but limited. Ideally you
want NGOs that do social advocacy
work, that work on how bureaucratic
systems can be reoriented in the
service of people and all of it based
on evidence and not just intuition and
good intentions.
In a way you seem to have
been bred for this sort of work,
in that your father dealt with
some of these same issues.
~ I My father was a forester,
economist, and botanist, and
got a PhD in England. He started
out as a forester working in India
and then later did international
forestry work in forest econometrics
in places like Papua New Guinea
for the Asian Development Bank.
After that, he joined the Food and
Agricultural Organization (FAG),
doing international forestry work on
forest policy and tropical timber, and
prepared one of the key documents on
forest resources in tropical Asia in 198\
for the FAO, which resulted in a lot
of changes. His background certainly
influenced the kinds of issues that
I began to think about when I was
studying in graduate school [at Case
Western Reserve University]: How to
manage natural-resource-dependent
communities - the very poor, who
cut wood for fuel? How do they
not only manage these resources in
sustainable ways, but how are these
resources themselves affecting these
communities? I've always been keen
to understand how do you, in the long
run, sustain forest ecosystems that are
foundational to the lives of so many
billions in this world. :-:
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She has been at the forefront of the
women's rights movement in America
for many decades. As a journalist,
she created Ms. magazine and was
a columnist for New York magazine.
She is currently at work on Road to the
Heart: America as if Everyone Mattered,
a book about her more than 30 years
on the road as a feminist organizer.
So when Ms. Steinem came to the
Brown School last year, we jumped at
the chance to learn about her current
advocacy efforts, which have focused
on human trafficking, specifically sex
trafficking. Here are some excerpts
from that conversation.
Ellen Rostand:
The issue of human trafficking is
not new, but it seems like there is
more of a focus on it now. Why this
issue, and why at this particular
time in our history?
Gloria Steinem:
We thought that when slavery was
declared illegal that it no longer
existed, but actually there always
has and continues to be active forms
of slavery. Human trafficking has
increased for a variety of reasons.
For one, travel is easier, which means
it is easier to traffic women. And
the profiteers have Agured out that
humans are a renewable resource.
If you sell a tank, then you get
income from that one-time sale.
If you sell a person, they can keep
generating money.
There is a perception that human
trafficking doesn't occur in the
United States. How do we go about
raising awareness that this is also
a domestic issue'?
Sex trafficking is equal to. drug trafficking and armstrafAcking, yet it is clearly
not receiving the same attention.
Less than I percent of U.S. foreign
aid is going to address this issue.
We also need to address the issue
of demand. The United States
supplies a disproportionate number
of the customers.
Finally, we must tell the stories of
those affected, similar to the slave
narratives told by the abolitionists.
We need to listen to the survivors.
How do we get more men
involved in this issue?
Men are organiztng aroundthe i sue. Look at JimmieBriggs and the Man UP
campaign, and of cour e there i
Nick Kristof and hi work.
It seems like a strong partnership
between law enforcement and
social service providers is
necessary to stop trafficking.
This is an area where we arelagging. Chicago is the only citywhere I have seen this type of
collaboration, and I only saw it briefly
so I don't know how extensive it is.
There was a long period of nrne when







the police and change procedures
about domestic violence. But with
human trafficking, we are really just
at the beginning of this educational
process. That is why storytelling is
so important. Police need to hear the
stories of survivors.
Is anyone actively researching
the issue of human trafficking?
\\!hat programs are working
and not?
1983 1993 1995 2005
Published her first book, Outrageous
Acts and Everyday Rebellions, which
includes recollections of her
experience as a Playboy bunny
Co-produced and narrated an
Emmy Award-winning documentary
for HBO, "Multiple Personalities
The Search lor Deadly Memories"
Received Parenting rnagazine's
Lifetime Achievement Award
for her work in promoting girls'
self-esteem
Co-founded the Women's Media
Center, which works to raise the







Irs difficult to get good evidence
because these research projects are
extremely dangerous, expensive, and
often not successful. For instance, the
Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation
funded an HIVIAIDS prevention
program in India that positioned itself
as a "labor union" for prostituted
women and children.
It was clear that there was no
incentive for the union to protect
women and children and there also
was no confirming evidence that
the program worked at all. I'm all for
research, but I'm also for horse sense.
So what can we do?
Long term we need to exposechild sexual abuse in the family,and we need to deal with the
issue of pedophilia in religion. We
must demoralize the purchase of
sex and create and ensure economic
alternatives for women. The solution
is really about addressing demand.
Most people don't know that the
average age of entry into "voluntary"
prostitution is 13.This is really our
moment of truth - we need to get
their stories out there.
Let's talk about the women's
movement today. A lot of women
in their early 205 don't see it as
relevant to them.
When I was in my 20S, Ididn't see it as relevant tome either. But it is. Young
women are not as safe on college
campuses as men and are probably not
as welcome in science and engineering
fields. Women are still asking the
question: "How can I have both a
career and a family?" This is really a
question for everyone, not just women.
So it is still very relevant, but you have
to experience some of these issues
yourself. I shouldn't say this because it
is a generality, but the female pattern
is to get more radical as you get
older, while the male pattern is to get
more conservative.
What pearls of wisdom would you
give to teenage girls today?
Iwould say remember when youwere a little girl of 3 or 4 or 8 andyou said to your parents: "It's not
fair; you are not the boss of me?"
Hang on to that.
What advice do you have for our
social work and public health
graduate students who want to go
out and create great social change?
Be sure to listen as much asyou talk, be as free as youcan, and don't worry too much
about getting fired. Find a small group
of people who share your values and
get together with them at least once
a month.
How do you balance it all?
Poorly probably. [ certainly havea support group at home anda lot of friends. I don't have a
job and it is important for movements
like this one to have champions who
cannot be fired. I feel so lucky that
wherever I go I hear amazing stories
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now more than ever,
but are researchers really
up to the task?




As a result of the inability to
see their approaches put into
practice, many researchers remain
frustrated, according to colleague
Matt Kreuter,
sector where impact on society
is what it's all about. If years from
now when I'm in a rocking chair
alii have to show for my work
is publication in journals, I'll be
somewhat depressed."
Like many other socialservices and healthprofessionals, Paul Shattuck,
assistant professor at the Brown
School, chose his field in order to
help people. However, Shattuck
laments a frequent "disconnect"
between research meant to
do just that and its practice in
the real world.
"We seem to have this perception
that magically there will be a
great demand for our approaches
and people will pick them up
and use them right away. But
nothing works like that in any
other industry or enterprise,"
says Kreuter. "Cars don't roll
off the assembly line and into
your driveway."
Yet, for all their ideals, most
social work and public health
researchers possess scant know-
how on disseminating their
knowledge to achieve the desired
social impact. "In my doctoral
training program," says Shattuck,
"there was not a single day devoted
to dissemination. It was not a skill
on the radar screen."
"Just because something gets
published in a scientific journal
doesn't mean it gets adopted
and acted on," says Shattuck, a
national autism expert. "I come
from a background in the nonprofit
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Lack of a Dealership Network
A car dealership network,advert! ing, transport trucks,sale people. and repair
me haul 5 all figure in, ays Kreuter,
founder and director of the Brown
chools Health Communication
Research Laboratory. "We have
none of that. And until we make
an investment in that sort of
infrastructure, I think we're going to be
frustrated by that sort of challenge."
However, unlike new Fords or BMWs,
breakthrough social-service inter-
ventions aren't high on consumers'
wish lists and are not likely to stir the
hearts of entrepreneurial capitalists.
"If there was money to be made doing
this," Kreuter says, "the market would
have already done it."
oncrheless, he maintains that viable
m rk 1 d exl t ~ r so lal erv! es,
with pOL ntlal institutional ust mel'S
for evlden ed-ba ed tntervent ions
r ldlng in 010 t communities. "A lot
of our \V rk I fo u don th h lllth
and w Ifar' need of low-income
population - need served by
federally certtfled health center ,
public health departments, food-stamp
programs, and the United Way," he ays.
However, the ultimate con umers of
these social services - unlike those
of new cars - are usually not the
ones paying for them. And the payer -
the taxpayer; in most cases - is
demanding more return on investment
during hard economic times. That
increasing pressure as state and
federal budgets tighten heightens
20










the need to move workable evidence-
ba ed Interventions into practice more
effecuvely, Kreuter says.
"Where ou have a demonstrable public
good - and certainly an evidenced-
based public health or social program
would qualify as a social good - that's
funded by the public via tax dollars,
which i where most of our research
money comes from, isn't there an
obligation (0 get that into practice?
And if the markets can't do that, isn't
that what governments do?"
Role for Government
Governments are doingthat in some cases.Shattuck cites two
governmental panels with which
he works to help "market" autism
research to providers.
"The Missouri Autism Guidelines
Initiative brings doctors, psy-
chologists, educators, parents, and
researchers together to look at the
outpouring of autism research over
the last few years," says Shattuck,
"and put that in a set of clinical
guidelines, accessible and summa-
rized, that providers like psycholo-
gists and family doctors can look to."
Similarly. he has collaborated with
the Ll.S. Department of Health &
Human Services' Interagency
Autism Coordinating Committee,
a panel of federal agency represen-
tatives that meets periodically
with researchers, parents, and
providers, then issues a yearly
statement of federal research and
funding priorities. That statement,
says Shattuck, lays out "where the
federal government is going to
invest its research dollars for the
next several years."
But that sort of governmental
attention and those sorts of panels
need to be instituted across the
social work and public health
research continuum, argues Kreuter,
who views providers as ill suited to
seek out relevant research. "Many
organizations are in a survival
mode. working hard to deliver basic
services with small budgets and
modest staff. Strategic planning
and identifying needs and how they
could be filled is a luxury," he says.
"Government should be building
the system and infrastructure to fill
the sizeable gap between program
development and its widespread
use and practice."
~.
An "American Idol" Panel for
Evidenced-Based Research








approaches to a handful of finalists
with real potential for success.
MARKETING
A sort of "commercialization" or







practical for providers. This work,
says Kreuter, answers the question,
"How do you take our little science-
fair project and make it ready for
use across the country?"
SALES
A national core of dissemination
"agents," not perhaps unlike
pharmaceutical reps, who know






However, he fears that instead of
an integrated national system for
research dissemination, a fragmented
system could develop along vertical
product lines - e.g., mental-health,
domestic violence, or diabetes
interventions - instead of a
horizontal, market-based system.
"I think you want to organize a
system that can promote similar
products to similar audiences," says
Kreuter, "segmenting the market
on organizational needs, not on
health categories."
For example, public schools could
be potential customer for tobacco-
control, alcohol counseling. or motor-
vehicle crash-prevention program, he
maintains. "Even though they come
from different funding and research, it
doesn't make sense that you approach
that type of organization from all
these different directions."
Alas. that's not the way the federal
government is organized, says Kreuter,
who argues for fundamental change in
the way it invests taxpayer dollars.
"I think you want to organize
a system that can promote
similar products to similar
audiences," says Kreuter,
"segmenting the market on
organizational needs,
not on health categories."
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The Politics of Applying Discoveries
R ass Brownson agrees, at leastas to the A cal and socialeffectivenes of the current
system. "The $3 billion annually
spent in health-related research i
not reaching where we need it, into
practice," say Brown on, a Brown
School public health profe SOl' who
has written extensively on translating
public-health research into practice.
"We're not applying the discoveries
we're making." But the politic of
application generally reside beyond
the reach of researchers.
"Policymaking is the least controllable
venue," he says, citing the adage:
"There are two things you don't want to
see made, sausage and policy."
But to effectively influence policy
requires building leadership to
guide state legislatures and health
departments, Brownson asserts.
However, that sort of sausage-making
know-how exceeds most researchers'
kill cts. "Re car h r are not
trained to do il and often aren't
g od at it. Whos job Is II, and do
they have the kill ?"
The an wer to rho e two question
ould lie at the tnt r ecuon of
r s ar h, poll yrnaklng, nd program
managemenr. hattuck and Kr uter
both agree that poll ymaker need 10
be om In re aw re of new re earch
vector. Brownson al 0 sugge I that
researcher and practitioners become
savvier about how policy i made and
how to inAuence that di cu sion. But
part of the problem i that researchers,
pollcymakers, and practitioners
reside in different cultures that
have different incentives and
require different skills. However,
new approaches could help address l,
this disconnect.
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of the University of Tennessee to study
14 St. Louis provider-organizations to
learn how to help them better deliver
effective treatments; and Dr. Patricia
Kohl's pioneering work on the use of
evidence-based parent training.
Building a New Kind of Science
"I t requires building a new kind
of science," says Enola Proctor,
director of the Brown School's
Center for Mental Health Services
Research. "The next frontier is
developing evidenced-based strategies
for implementing evidenced-based
treatment. And then equipping
managers, program developers, CEOs,
and their organizations, helping them
respond to these challenges with
proven strategies."
Movement into this new frontier
has already begun at the National
Institutes of Health (NIH), the Centers
for Disease Control and Prevention
(CDC), and Washington University
in St. Louis.
"The NIH and CDC recognized that
their return on investment has not
been good," says Proctor, "with billions
spent on research and on service
delivery programs" but with
a disconnect between the two.
To address that, says Proctor, the
research community is "on the cusp
of building infrastructure" to reduce
this disconnect, fueled in part by
IH grants for implementation and
dissemination work.
Washington University was awarded
a five-year grant, says Proctor, the
principal investigator, "to help train
the next generation of implementation
researchers in the area of mental
health," beginning with a first cohort
of II fellows who will come to the
campus for training then, work
remotely with faculty mentors.
"We are working with talented
people moving into the field of
implementation science.
We're helping them craft cutting-edge
research proposals to create more
knowledge on how we can best get
research into practice, including what
strategies are needed to overcome
organizational barriers to adoption.
We're excited about it as a brand-new
resource for mental-health researchers
across the country.
"We're also one of the first schools
to establish a Dissemination and
Implementation Research Core (DIRC)
within a Clinical and Translational
Sciences Award (CTSA). Washington
University's DIRC enables a group of
us to provide methodological technical
assistance to other researchers
sort of jump-starting research on
dissemination and implementation."









to these challenges with
proven strategies."
Other work in this area at the
University, says Proctor, includes
research led by Dr. Luis Zayas on how
to adapt evidence-based research to
address the needs of Latino children,
youths, and families; a collaboration
between Proctor and Charles Glisson
Crossing Boundaries
This work crosses traditionalacademic, governmental, andprovider boundaries, says
Proctor. "Social work and public
health are Adds where solutions
come together across boundaries.
Implementation science is inherently
multidisciplinary. We work with
organizational experts, economists,
communication specialists,
anthropologists, and engineers to
model solutions for implementation
and dissemination, and we engage the
research "users" at the front end of
the research process - defining the
questions and shaping the purpose of
the research. And with DIRC at the
University's Institute of Clinical and
Translational Science, we now have
some avenues to craft new solutions.
We are poised here at Washington
University to lead the field in this area."
However, Kreuter worries that this
is not enough to make a significant
difference, that the whole question of
research dissemination first needs to
be elevated politically to get sufficient
funding and expertise and to be
addressed as a marketing problem.
"The NIH and CDC approach - the
move to fund researchers to help
do this - is incomplete. You don't
expect the engineer who designs
a car's aerodynamics to be on the
showroom floor selling it. You don't
expect that person to be designing the
ads and driving the transport truck.
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But we're asking the developers of
these programs to do all that. It defies
centuries of understanding of how to
get products to market," says Kreuter.
"There's a need for the field to bring
into the fold people who have
different kinds of skill sets. Tons of
people know how to do this. We're
just not talking to them."
"There's a need for
the held to bring into the
fold people who have
different kinds of skill sets.
Tons of people know how
to do this. We're Just not
talkmg to them."
But Paul hauuck is - or plans to soon,
"Today when you d re earch it's hardly
the case of the lone scholar - we
all collaborate. In my work, when I
think of dissemination, I think of that
as something accompli hed by other
people. A my research grows, I'm
going to need to h ire a sta ff person to
focu on that as pan of my re earch
team. We're using taxpayer dollars
and have a fiscal and ethical obligation
to get the word Out. We have to do
that and would be remiss ,fwe didn't,"
says Shattuck.
"Aru J going to become an expert in
public relations? No. That's not Illy
thing. But I can hire someone who is."
Someone, perhaps, like Mike Greenwell.
24
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The Case for Communication Expertise
Greenwell serves as vicepresident, health marketingand communications, for
Danya International, lnc., a company
focused on communicating public
health, addiction, and education
messages for government and
nonprofit clients. Earlier he worked as
communications director for two large
CDC centers and launched the ftrst-
ever CDC national childhood obesity
multimedia campaign.
Since the 1990S, says Greenwell, the
CDC, other government agencie ,
and non profits have been making
a concerted effort to communicate
beuer with the ultimate beneficiaries
of health and social- ervice
int rvcntions. Thi came after notable
failures, uch as the eff rr begun in the
c rly I 7 s to promote mammography
s reening for breast cancer, which
re ..rhcd in only 50 per COl compliance
after two decades,
"For 2 Y ar we kn w sornethlng that
would save lives, and we weren't doing
It," ay Greenwell. "The message ha
to be mmunicated to the c n urners
who will uhimately benefit. Yo... have
to engage them in the di cu sian.
Communi ating to the practitioner
isn't enough. II wa only when real
effort and resource were put behind
communicating the importance of
mammography that we began to see
substantial gains in the percentage of
women using mammography."
But effective communication to
whatever audiences takes two things,
says Greenwell: know-how and money.
"Researchers are not the people trained
or equipped to communicate their
research Andings. Communications
is also a discipline and a science. It's
not as simple as saying, 'Okay, you've
done your research. Now go tell
everybody about it.' Just as in research
disciplines," says Greenwell, "there
are best practices and real science
behind effective communications.
Communicators are different sorts of
people than researchers, and you need
both perspectives to make it happen."
You also need funding.
"lt's frustrating for us on the
communications side to deal with
researchers' lack of appreciation for
how much skill and resources it takes










"You can do a lousy job on a shoestring
and be wasting your money. You need
to put enough resources behind it."
Unfortunately, vital communications
decisions are often based on budget,
or the lack of it, says Greenwell.
"There are lots of deserving programs -
which ones do you focus on?"
Absent the American Idol-style
panel, as Kreuter suggests, the answer
generally is: follow the money.
The CDC's effective VERB, It's What
You Do childhood obesity program
came about only because of
substantial financial support, he
says. "lt came from Congress,
which told the CDC very
specifically to launch a
childhood obesity program."
But those sorts of policy
directives and funding usually
follow effective advocacy "that
works to impact policy and drive
money and get interventions
into the mainstream. Advocacy is
communications work as well," says




And building that expertise is exactly
what the Brown School aims to do. "Investment needs to




bit as important as the
research itself," Greenwell
argues. "If you do the
research and no one ever
hears about it, you'd
be just as well off if you
hadn't done it."
"Social workers use the term 'capacity
building,' and that is really what we
are trying to do through the new
Implementation Research Institute
and the DIRC," says Ellen Rostand,
assistant dean for communications
at the Brown School, who argues for
more investments in the systems that
Kreuter proposes.
~We can't and shouldn't expect our
researchers to do this type of work
on their own, but we need to give
them an understanding of and an
appreciation for what is involved to
do it well," she says.
"Since we don't have a national
infrastructure to support this
kind of work and agency funding
for communications expertise is
extremely limited, as a university
and a school, we need to find
ways to fill that gap."
Greenwell agrees. "Investment needs
to be made to have that capability
in your organization. Expertise in
communications is every bit as
important as the research itself,"
Greenwell argues. "If you do the
research and no one ever hears about
it, you'd be just as well off if you
hadn't done it." :1Il:
I
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President Obama is halfway through his term, and thecumulative series of interventions he, his predecessorGeorge W Bush, and the Federal Reserve Bank have
taken to restore the economy have been under way for more
than two years. Still, the country remains in an economic
crisis, with unemployment hovering at a stubbornly high level
and home foreclosures continuing apace. Other economic
indicators have bounced back and forth, not signaling strong
upward movement.
What should we do to get the country back on track?
More specihcally, in which social and economic policies
should we invest our money, time, and expertise to get the
greatest return? Are there any lessons we can learn from
other countries? From our history?
26
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Social Impact asked hve social and economic policy experts,
including Brown School faculty, to help put the challenges facing the
United States into perspective and help answer the question:
What should we do? In the excerpts from those conversations that follow,
there is considerable agreement on the most benehcial policies to
pursue - despite some differing interpretations of what are the country's
fundamental problems. Yet the actions of the nation's leaders do not
match up well with the best practices recommended.
Where do we go from here?
Steven M. Fazzari
Professor, Department of Economics
College of Arts 'D Sciences
Washington University in St. Louis
On defining the nation's
challenges:
"We have to find a way to generate enough
spending co fully employ our resources.
That's going to be a challenge because for
the past co-plus years we generated much
of our demand by households borrowing
heavily. The middle class, in some sense, did
not have enough income to support its level
of consumption. But that level was necessary
for businesses to sell all their output. So if the
household sector can't borrow as much, where
is that extra demand going to come from?
"One answer is government. We've seen these
massive deficits in the last couple of years,
and we'll probably see very significant deficits
going forward. That certainly helps maintain
demand. Without those deficits, we would be
staring into a Great Depression. So I'm glad
that we've done that. In a sense, it's a necessary
treatment for a nasty disease. Whether that is
sustainable going forward is an open question.
"So what else can be done? We could have more
business investment, and that would be fine -
if we have the projects to justify that. Things
like green technology look like they may be
important over the long term, but we may not
have the technologies to ramp it up in the
short term. I see a big challenge over the next
ten years."
On what Congress may do:An expert on macroeco-
nomics, Steven Fazzari
has focused his research
on the factors that
determine how much
businesses spend on
investments and on the
foundations of Keynesian







the current high level of
personal debt is likely
to retard a recovery led
by consumer spending
and the housing market.
He has been teaching at
Washington University
since 1982 and is a
former chairman of its
economics department.
He received his doctor-
ate in economics from
Stanford University.
"J don't think they are going to do too much.
Part of this is going to be a head-in-the-sand
approach, thinking, 'Well, the economy's
certainly not falling off a cliff the way it was
a year ago. Many people are predicting a
robust recovery not too far down the road,
so let's just do small things.' Maybe they'll
extend unemployment insurance, make some
tweaks to mortgages and things like that to
help reduce foreclosures. Rebating payroll
taxes for employers of someone who has been
unemployed 60 days or more is rather a clever
policy for a small amount of money. But it's not
going to make a big difference. What I think
we are going to do is minor policy changes and
with little effect. I expect a pretty stagnant
2010 and probably a stagnant 2011."
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What should we do to get
On lessons from other countries:
"We can see in Japan what a long-term
stagnation looks like in a developed
country. They've kind of muddled along for
what was first called 'the lost decade'
and now it's getting to be longer than a
decade. I think there are many differences
between the U.S. and Japan, but the similarity
in this context is that the Japanese have
had a very hard time generating sufficient
demand to grow their economy."
The quality of education varies depending on
where you live. That really goes coun;,er to the
whole notion of the Amer-ican Dream.
On specilic policy solutions:
"What we should think about are those kinds
of policies that invest in people. These are
things like investing in education, investing
in nutrition programs - we know that for
every dollar spent on a nutrition program for
children you save three or more dollars down
the road. Policies that encourage preventative
Mark R. Rank
Herbert H. Hadley Professor of Social Welfare
Brown School, Washington University in St. Louis
On defining the country's problems:
"The United States for a long time has had
really high rates or poverty. and they've
been increasing over the last few years. One
critical thing i the ability to create jobs that
can provide a de ent living. Thi , I think, i
probably the most important thing in geutng
the country back on era k.
"Another thing that's been going on for a long
period of time, really the last 30 to 40 years,
is that inequality has been increasing. both
income and wealth inequality. We need to
think about ways of reducing this widening
inequality.
"We need to provide more access to equality of
opportunity, to try to at least have the playing
field somewhat even. Again, I think we've been
moving away from that over the last 30 or 40
years. That's really what the American Dream
is about - that opportunities are there and
what you do with those opportunities is up
to you, but folks should have a decent shot
at having a good life. However, educational
differences are getting wider.
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consulted him on those








for the first ume that
most Americans Will
experience poverty and
depend on the social
safety net at some point




from the University of
Wisconsin-Madison.
health care and having good-quality, accessible
child care are also essential. I think all of those
policies not' only address issues of poverty but
also make our workforce a better workforce.
"In terms of creating jobs, people have talked
about green technology or investing in
infrastructure. We should also talk about
speciflc things to increase wages of people,
like the earned income tax credit. These are
policie that are investing in the people and
kids of the United State, and I think you'll see
a significant bang for the buck by promoting
the c types of initiatives."
On lessons fromabroad:
"Rese reb over the last five or ten years has
shown that actually some of the most robust
economies are those that have a welfare state
that invests in their people. Countries like the
Netherlands or Norway and some of the other
European countries have actually done very
well economically but have also had a much
more humane welfare state. The Jesson is that
investing in your people in the long run can
make you much more competitive in a global
economy, as well as improving the quality of life
for your citizens."
We need to allow some of the
tax cuts to expire and strengthen
some of the ones that really help
new families and low-income
families be able to thrive.
AMY BLOUIN, MSW
that, for the child tax credit, speciAcally, if you
don't make a certain amount of money you
won't be eligible for it.We should keep the
eligibility threshold as low as possible so that
more families can qualify when they're first
starting out. Many families may have children
still in school. Perhaps somebody is working or
finishing their college degree. Or they may be
laid off in a time of recession and be working
very part time, but they're still going to need




On the policies to pursue:
"We've seen a growing income gap. One of the
ways to address that is through our tax policy
structure. There were several tax curs in the
last decade that predominantly benefited a
small portion of the population, and, as a result,
we haven't been able to address or fund the
services and infrastructure that benefit all
of us. We need to allow some of the tax cuts
to expire and strengthen some of the ones
that real1y help new families and low-income
families be able to thrive.
"There are two in particular. The earned income
tax credit has had strong bipartisan support for
several decades, It really helps families be able
to get on their feet before we're asking them to
contribute substantially to our tax structure.
The other one is the child-care tax credit.
~We are suggesting that the value of them be
increased. One of the things that is always
disputed is how low the income threshold is
[0 be able to qualify for them. I believe that
income threshold has been $3,000, meaning
In 2003, Amy Blouin
founded the Missouri
Budget Project, a






er Policy Pncnues in
weshmgtcn, D.C. She
has worked on tax and
fiscal policy issues for
15 years. Previously,
she served as the
director of advocacy
for Catholic Charities
of the Archdiocese of
St Louis and on the
government relations
staff of the United Way
of Greater St. Louis. She
also has been an adjunct
professor of social policy
for 51. Louis Community
College and St. Louis
University, from which
she received an MSW.
that support to be able to access quality child
care and go to work.
"More than half of the states have an earned
income tax credit that is modeled after the
federal one. It's intended to help defray the cost
of taxes on families that are just starting out.
We've been encouraging that for several years
in Missouri. Now, obviously, because of fiscal
pressures in the state, it's probably not going
to happen.
"One of the next major issues we'll need to
address is how we finance and invest in
higher education, The ability to access higher
education is becoming more and more difficult
as a larger percentage of the population is
taking on higher amounts of student loan debt.
It just feeds into the cycle of debt. It can be
addressed by investment in higher education
at the federal level to equalize the cost of
public universities throughout the country."
On gleaning lessons from
American history:
"One of the things we know is that,
in recent history, tax cuts at the high end
don't in fact work their way down through
the whole of society."
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Which policies deserve our
FEATU RESTO RY Investment Opportunity
I think from a broad perspective,
focusing on things like infrastruc-
ture and green energy, which
the White House is pushing for,
is the right way to go.
JASON Q. PURNELL, PHD
"I've gotten very interested in this idea of
Michael Sherraden's, with a particular focus on
the working-class and poor people in the United
States, on asset building and asset accumulation.
[ think the whole IDA [Individual Development
Account] concept is compelling for a number
eJason Q. Purnell A licensed psychologistand a public health
specialist. Jason Purnell
recewed a doctorate In
counseling psychology
from OhIO Slate
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people to quit smoking.
Research Assistant Professor
Brown School, Washington University in St. Louis
On broad directions lor the country:
"It takes me back to a talk I attended on this
notion that we are primed for a new progres ive
era in the United tate, One of the tenets of
the progressive era wa an old concept called
thrift. It's po sible that thi e onomic downturn
has given us the opportunity to reempha ize
saving over consumption. J think what the
Obama administration i trying to do is steer
the economy into a place where we're not in
a position where 60 to 70 percent of GDP
is based on consumption, but that we're
actually a nation that saves and invests.
J think from a broad perspective, focusing
on things like infrastructure and green
energy, which the White House is pushing
for, is the right way to go."
On specific policies to pursue:
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of reasons. I think the argument behind
them is essentially we already provide
subsidies for saving by the non-poor, but
we actually erect barriers to saving for poor
people, institutional barriers.
"l'rn really interested in the effects of asset
ownership. One might be that people,
particularly low-income people, are more
able to focus on preventive health behaviors.
The behavior I am interested in right now is
smoking cessation."
"There are a whole host of health behaviors
that could be r lated to this. If you've got
limited resour es, every crisis you encounter
Is going to deplete those resources, and you're
moving from crisis to crisis. Ifwe can help
people 10 accumulate even a small amount
of asset that keeps the lights on or pays the
rent one month when they're short, then they
might be I s likely to be experiencing those
rr or that k ep people from attending to
th "h. hh,
"We'r In th very early stages of testing
wh t her or not pairing asset accumulation
or S t building with health is actually a
workabl concept. For instance. if we're able
to how that people who are able to save in
an IDA arc also marc likely to stick with a
qutr attempt for smoking cessation, I think it
ha potentia/to impact health-care spending.
We hope to how that there's some economic
benefit for every dollar we're matching for
saving to encourage healthy behaviors and that
spending On the front end is going to cost less
than spending when people eventually develop
lung cancer and other chronic diseases."
William R. Emmons
Assistant Vice President and Economist
Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis
On the best long-term policies:
"Part of what happened last year J would
put in the category of short-term fixes.
Yet from a longer-term perspective, it was
probably not all that helpful or constructive.
On precedents from U.S.history:
"There were a lot of decisions made in the
19305, the 194°5, and the 19505 that a lot
of people didn't like, but just look at some
of the big initiatives. For example, in the
19305, what comes to mind is stabilizing the
financial system with deposit insurance and
strengthening the Federal Reserve and creating
new government agencies like Fannie Mae
mone~ timet and expertise?
What kinds of policies provide good longer-
term benefits? Things like education lend!
needed infrastructure, such as bridges that
really do provide value and need to be replaced.
Reducing the budget deficit - that would be
a huge long-term benefit. But that's obviously
not what anybody is interested in right now -
raising taxes or cutting pending. Another
thing, which is counter 10 what the discu sion
has been about, would be making the health-
care system more efficient. The e are win-win
situations: They create spending and jobs in
the short term, but they also have good long-
term payouts.
'Tm disappointed that there's been so much
money and so much attention focused on
things like 'cash for clunkers,' homeowner's
tax credits. The really, really high-return
investments - and we've known this for
years - are investing in people. So education
would be my number one priority. J think that
we should be busting the budget spending
more on education and skills. Not everybody
needs co go get a college degree or a post-
graduate degree - but the quality of high
school education, improving that is important."
really, really hiqh-return
-ostments - and we've known this
years - are Investing In people."
Smce 2001, Wilham
Emmons has been a
member of the Division
of Banking Supervision
and Regulation at the
Federal Reserve Bank




University and has also
laught 10 Its eccncrmcs
depanmem and at the
Sl. Louis University
School of law and the
Amos Tuck School of
BUSinessAdministration
at Dartmouth College.
He received a doctorate





and Ginnie Mae and the Federal HOUSing
Admin! trarlon. Then moving into the 1940S
and 1950S, you had the Veterans Administration
that provided acce s to a college education
for million and millions of veterans. That
really created the middle clas . I forgot Social
ecurity in the '30S. Then in the '60S, came
the expansion of basic health care through
Medicare. Medicaid. Not all of those were
crisis period, but certainly the Depression and
World War II qualify as crises, and I think we're
facing a similar-type crisis economically."
On learning from other countries:
"The countries that often get mentioned are
the Nordic countries. But, of course, as soon
as you say that, it's pretty obvious that we
are so different from those countries. The
thing that people point out in the cases of
those countries: They have been hit by severe
economic and financial shocks in the past and
they let the initial shocks play out. So there
were lots of failures of companies and banks -
house prices fell a lot - and large increases
in unemployment. But then they got about the
business of saying, 'Okay, that's past. That's
water under the bridge. Now let's rebuild in a
smarter way.' " :-:
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was lead author of
II Psychosocial resources
and barriers to self-
management in African
American adolescents
with Type 2 diabetes:
a qualitative analysis."









which appeared in a
recent issue of Nicotine er
Tobacco Reseorcn. He also
co-authored "Science,
prudence, and politics:
the case of smoke-free
indoor spaces," which
was published in the
Annals of Epidemiology.
Doug and colleagues at
the Center for Tobacco
Policy Research are
collaborating with CDC's
Office on Smoking and
Health to develop a
series of user guides that
will provide tobacco-
control program staff





second guide, CDC's Best
Practices User Guide: Youth
Engagement, was released
in May 2010 and focuses
on the critical role youth




Monica Matthieu is the












their families," at the











Society. She also authored












the results of a national
survey of youth risk
behaviors at the
Universidad Aut6noma
de Santo Domingo and











in Child Psychiatry and
Human Development,
Ross Brownson




obesity: the case for
promoting physical
activity in school settings,"
The article appeared in
the Annals of Epidemiology.
He also was lead author
of "Assembling the puzzle
for promoting physical
activity in Brazil: a social
network analysis."
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Alexis Duncan
Alexis Duncan was
lead author of "The
relationship between












The Journal of Studies













Chronic Disease. She also












the Office of Planning,
Research and Evaluation
in the Department of
Health and Human
Services' Administration
for Children and Families.
Luisalso received a










the lead author of
"Connecting discovery





HIV / AIDS." The article
appeared in the American
Journal of Public Health.
Yetta Sanders-




the use of evidence




article appeared in Patient
Education and Counseling.
Matt Kreuter was

















cancer: a pooled analysis
from fiveUS states."










The article can be found
in the Journal of Cancer
Education. In addition, she
presented "Supporting
community involvement
in health literacy" and
"Community engagement































in national service." The
article willappear in
Social Work Research. She












to investigate a range of
issues including access





The Secretary of Health
and Human Services




to a federal committee









the State of Missouri.
Amanda recently helped
organize Service World:




the Global Economy and
Development Program,
Brookings Institution,
and the Brown School's
Center for Social
Development.
Aaron Hipp Enola Proctor
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Drug Abuse funding to
examine the geographic


















and age." The study




appointed to the Board
of Scientific Counselors
of the National Human
Genome Research
Institute at NIH. She







will appear in Social Work
and Public Health.
She recently spoke on
the topic of genomics,
disparities, and
prevention at National
DNA Day Breast Cancer
Symposium hosted by
Washington University's




of a research project:
points to consider."
The article appears in





was lead author on
"Engaging ethnic media












with disabilities in poor
households: association
with juvenile and adult
offending." The study
appeared in Social Work
Research. They were also
co-authcrs of "Effects
of child maltreatment
and inherited liability on
antisocial development:
an official records study,"
which appeared in
the Journal of the American
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insights from health and
mental health settings."
The article appeared








for youth in residential
care," which appeared
in Residential Treatment




and cures; ending the
spiral of poverty" at
the Race in America
National Conference
hosted by the University
of Pittsburgh's School of
Social Work and Center





participate in the expert




ensure that more families
with young children
can have access to
multiple asset-building




Michael and the Center
for Social Development
also recently received













Lora Iannotti was lead




















the National Institute of




Program. She will assess
whether the program
is effective when used




awarded a grant from the
Chronic Poverty Research





Kenya and the role of
education as a pathway
out of poverty. She
also received a grant
from the Center for
New Institutional
Social Sciences for a
project introducing dairy
goats in Samburu district
in Kenya. The objective
of the community-based
project is to improve
household nutrition






stress in prostate cancer
patients: secondary
analysis of a National
URCC CCOP study
of 317 men." The
article will appear in














2009 article on the
timing of identification
of autism as one of the






This summer; scholars, professionals, and
government officials interested in gerontology
will come together at Peking University in
Beijing to advance research that will promote a
productive aging society
Productive engagement of older adults, including
paid employment, formal volunteering, and
mutual aid, has been shown to strengthen families
and communities and promote the health of older
adults. This conference will look at a range of
approaches and assess how different productive
engagement strategies can be adapted across
countries and cultures.
Specifically, the conference will explore ways to:
o Support older caregivers/grandparentse Engage older adults as workers and volunteers
o Provide life-long education and trainingo Encourage social entrepreneurship
The conference is co-sponsored by
Brown School's Center for Social Development
in collaboration with:
Hong Kong Tin Ka Ping Foundation
Hong Kong Polytechnic University-
Peking University China Social Work
Research Centre
China Association for Social Work Education
Renmin University of China
Columbia University School of Social Work
Peking University, Department of Sociology
Social Policy Research Center,
National Taiwan University
University of Hong Kong, Department
of Social Work and Social Administration
.. Community Foundation for
Southeastern Michigan
This is the third conference on productive aging
in China that CSD has co-sponsored. Under the
leadership of Nancy Morrow-Howell, PhD, the
Ralph and Muriel Pumphrey Professor of Social
Work at the Brown School, and Gao Jianguo,
PhD, professor at Shandong University, CSD
and Shandong University organized the first
national conference on productive aging in China,
which was held in July 2009 in Jinan, the capital
of Shandong Province. CSD co-sponsored a
similar conference last May in conjunction with
Washington University's Harvey A Friedman
Center for Aging titled "Productive Aging: Cross-
Cultural Perspectives from China and the lj.S."
Learn more about CSD's productive
aging work and efforts in Asia at
csd.wustl.edu
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Students from an area high school worked with the ~~ ~l~.~
SSD Lab to identify and map key issues that were • ... :-:t
creating tension at the school. This initial model will ..& ~
be used to help identify solutions. ..... ~ • ..I"
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Understanding
CHAN GE By Judy Watts
As a hub for research, community partnerships,
and teaching based on applying system dynamics
to social problems, the new Social System
Design (SSD) Laboratory at the Brown School is
addressing critical social and educational needs,
An appeal for such efforts ounded tn a 7.
when Jay w. Forrester. who in 1956 began the
development of system dynamics at the MIT
School of Industrial Management, enrtelly
challenged the system-dynamics and highcr-
tool for working with stakeholders to solve a
problem, anticipate the solution's effects and
unintended consequences, and build participants'
ability to work with the system in the future.
The methodology involves determining the
causal relationships among the system's myriad
components and mapping them using system
dynamics diagrams and computer modeling.
Whiteboard .paper, and then computer screens
dl play the full Int rplay of variables and their
New Lab Creates Systems Thinkers, Models Complex Issues
education communities. Speaking at the
25th International Conference of the ysrem
Dynamics Society, Forrester called for the
application of sy tern dynamics to larger 0 ial
concerns - and for untverstue to h Ip tudents
develop expertise in the "powerful professional
field of nonlinear feedback sy tem "for social
system design.
"Alot of my research in system dynamics has
been organized around such goals," says Peter
S. Hovmand, PhD, director of the SSD Lab.
"My agenda was to create research and training
opportunities for students and capacity building
in different communities. And Dean (Edward E]
Lawlor and I wanted to create a new kind
of organization to bring together teaching,
research, innovation, communities, and
potential social impact using system dynamics.
Our mission is to advance the field (of system
dynamics) within health and human services."
In brief, system dynamics is a method for
understanding, managing, and designing complex,
dynamic systems. It is a sophisticated analytic
causal relationships in the form of arrows with
plu and minu signs; balancing and reinforcing
cau al chain or loops; boxes indicating stocks
or level; delays; and more. Key to developing
successful solutions is creating qualitative
mental model as well, by understanding the
perspectives of the people involved in the system.
The Lab works to understand the role of social
determinants at the community level on issues
such as domestic Violence, childhood obesity, and
mental health, and develop the methodology in
system dynamics model building and analysis to
ask new kinds of questions.
"The Lab has developed a wonderful set of
partnerships with clients, including nonprofit
organizations, international nongovernmental
organizations (NGOs), school systems, state
governmental agencies, and companies involved
in policy and health evaluation, and new
activity is ramping up very quickly," Hovmand
says. Currently 38 nonprofit organizations in St.
Louis are part of an ongoing National Science
Foundation study examining the impact of
37
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NOT EBOO K Social System Design Lab
implementing evidence-based practice on organizational
performance. Hovrnand's group works closely with
Transtria, LLC, a local company known for its work on
social determinants of health and policy evaluation. The
SSD Lab and Transtria are collaborating as one of six teams
in a comparative modeling network on childhood obesity
prevention sponsored by the National Institutes of Health
and Robert Wood Johnson Foundation.
Through an interdisciplinary study sponsored by
Washington University's International Center for Advanced
Renewable Energy and Sustain ability (I-CARES), the SSD
Lab collaborates with India's Foundation for Ecological
Security (FES), an NGO that works in 1,400 villages
where household income
averages $350 a year. Led
by Gautam N. Yadama,
associate professor, with
co-PIs Hovmand and
Tiffany M. Knight, assistant




and system dynamics to
build plant and community
models to explore {he
nexus of energy, poverty,
and the environment.
(See story on page 8)
INTERESTED IN
LEARNING MORE?









Building "We want to understandrural households'
dependence on natural
resources and the effect of
their energy use on natural
resources," says recent
MSW graduate Nishesh
Chalise, who spent a
summer working with the
project in the village of
Boyapalle. As examples of
the extensive training in
system dynamics available
to MSW, MPH, and PhD
students, Chalise has taken
a course, assists Hovmand in work with mental-health
agencies in St. Louis, and is completing an independent
modeling study. "! have gained far deeper insighr into
the real world," Chalise says. "I used to think in a very
superficial way before, but now I'm forced to think, ask more
questions, and be specific and accurate about interactions.
I'm thinking in at least three or four deeper layers."
Friday, February 11, 2011




Learn more e; register at:
...
Befitting a method that provides a language for talking
across disciplines and a systems design laboratory
whose work nearly always involves smoothly functioning
interdisciplinary teams, Hovmand co-teaches a course
with Professor Joseph "jody' O'Sullivan in electrical and
systems engineering. Offered by the Brown School and the
School of Engineering & Applied Science to undergraduate
and graduate students, it uses system dynamics to design
sustainable social policies and programs. Students develop
projects that often continue through independent study at
the lab and in the field.
Margaret Hower, an MSW/MPH student who took the
course, calls it "extremely interesting and very useful,"
After graduation, she plans to work "at the intersection of
community development, designing effective systems in
public health areas," where she says the cutting-edge tools
of system dynamics will be essential.
Annaliese Calhoun, a recent MSW graduate who concen-
trated her studies in system dynamics and management,
expects to work with non profits on capacity-building issues.
"Whether you work on the micro-, meso-, or macro-level,
you'll work with complex problems," she says. "The people
you observe, the organizations you work in, the communi-
ties you're embedded in, all wi1lbe interacting in challenging
ways that are difficult to see and understand. If you want to
be effective, it's vital to be able to think in systems."
The social-system conundrums Hovmand, his colleagues,
and students address are complex and often emerge with
limited historical data to fully define the problem. All
require considerable innovation to work out solutions.
"Our ideal customer - whether a community leader, a
researcher, a nonprofit organization, or a student - is
someone very familiar with a particular problem who wants
a new way of thinking about it," Hovrnand says.
"Someone who wants to reinvent the way community
development is being done, for example, or the way
structural racism is being thought about, or the way
problems are approached at the intersections of child
welfare and domestic violence."
One day, the SSD Lab's research will inform policies that
could be developed on a particular issue at the national,
regional, or local level. "We are just beginning that work,"
says Hovmand. "In the long term, it will be a very, very
exciting area." :-:
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policies a key step in reducing
Missouri's high tobacco-use rate
Missouri hasone of thehighest
statewide smoking
averages in the
country, more than 23
percent. And racial and
ethnic minorities, people with
lower incomes and education levels,
Medicaid recipients, and the LGST
community smoke or experience
secondhand smoke at a rate
significantly higher than the
state average.
These findings are highlighted in a
recent report by the Brown School's
Center for Tobacco Policy Research
(CTPR). The report, "Who Is Most
Affected? Tobacco-Related Disparities
in Missouri," identifies statewide
differences related to who is smoking,
who is exposed to secondhand smoke,
and who is quitting.
The report is based on analysis of the
2007 Missouri County-Level Study
of Adult Tobacco Use and Related
Chronic Conditions and Practices, the
largest special survey ever undertaken
by the Missouri Department of Health
and Senior Services.
A total of 49,513 Missouri adults were
interviewed for the study. The county-
level study was supported by a grant
from the Missouri Foundation for Health
as part of its Tobacco Prevention &
Cessation Initiative (TPCI).
CTPR also found that Medicare
recipients have the lowest level
of confidence in their ability
to quit smoking. More than
34 percent of the Medicare
recipients who participated
in the county-level study do not
believe they can successfully stop
smoking, a rate much higher than the
state average of 20.7 percent.
Douglas Luke, PhD, CTPR director
and professor at the Brown School,
says the tobacco industry has a
long history of targeting at-risk and
vulnerable groups with its advertising.
"Addressing these groups as part of our
comprehensive tobacco-control efforts
in Missouri will help reduce the overall
burden from tobacco use, making
Missouri a healthier place," Luke says.
Nancy Mueller, board chair of the
statewide Tobacco Free Missouri
coalition and associate director of
CTPR, says communities across the
state are acting to protect the health
of their citizens.
"But we see from this report that unless
our elected ofAcials in Jefferson City
take action, many populations will
continue to face disparities in tobacco
use and exposure," Mueller says.
"Comprehensive tobacco-control poli-
cies at the state level ensure the inclu-
sion of all Missourians," she says. :-:
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tobacco- control policies such as
increasing the tobacco excise tax
and man-dating 100 percent clean
indoor air policies.
~ Address the need
~ for affordable, accessible
and relevant cessation services,
particularly for those groups
disproportionately affected by
tobacco use.
Q Tailor health messages
V to make sure they are
culturally relevant and easily
understood by targeted groups.
~ Continue assessing
~ tobacco-related behaviors
across the state, and make
improvements to future statewide
surveys as needed.
the health-care industry spectrum
Washington University's MBA/MPH progr,lm will
combine the foundational courses of graduate level
bustness and public health degrees, with a total of
87 course hours, and will require two-and-one-half
to three years to camp ete
Science explores
random acts of kindness
Fairness and cooperation among strangers depends on
more than evolution, according to a new study published
in a recent issue of the journal, Science. "Historical
factors such as religion, commerce, and punishment play
a role," says Carolyn Lesorogol, PhD, study co-author
and associate professor.
"From a diverse sample of 15 societies around the world,
we found that societies that were larger, more integrated
inro markets, and where people practiced a world religion
(Christianity, I lam) exhibited higher levels of fairness in
anonymou ,one-shot experimental games," says LesorogoJ.
"They were also more likely to puni h unfair offers made
by other in the experiment ."
A cording to Lc orogol. rhi finding sugge rs that the
emergence of in utuuons like market and religions have
played a role in enabling cooperative interactions among
people who do not know each 01 her .
.. uch interactions have been fundamental to the
development of large-scale, modern societies htsrorlcally"
she say, "Our work upports the idea that the emergence
of ueh norms and lnsrltutlcns (rather than an extension
of kin hip) has been of fundamental importance in the
expan ion of social interaction beyond mall groups of
individual,"
Lesorogol and 14 other authors looked at communities
around the world for the study "Markets, Religion,
Community Size, and the Evolution of Fairness and
Punishment." Lesorogol's research focused on communities
in Samburu district, Kenya.
The lead author of this study is Joseph Henrich, associate
professor of psychology and economics at the University of
British Columbia. :-:
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CSD continues work on universal child account policy through SEED OK.
"We have evidence that if there is savings and assets in the
household, particularly if the savings are in the child's name,
controlling for other features, that children will do better,"
says Michael Sherraden, PhD, the Benjamin E. Youngdahl
Professor of Social Development and director of CSD.
"They will have better educational attainment and are more
likely to do well in high school, attend college,
and graduate from college."
A ten-year study on Child Development Accounts (CDAs) has
confirmed their viability as a tool for long-term asset building.
Beginning as early as birth, CDAs arc investment
accounts that allow parents and children to accumulate
savings for postsecondary education, hcmeownership.
or business initiatives.
The Brown School's Center for Social
Development (CSD) has been actively
involved with the national CDA study, the
Saving for Education Entrepreneurship and
Downpayment Initiative (SEED), since
its beginning.
CSO is continuing the work of SEED with its
SEED for Oklahoma Kids (SEED OK) project.
As with all of CSD's research on children's
savings, the goal of this project is to inform
and inAuence a universal and progressive
CDA policy in the United States.
SEED OK is a large experiment testing
the idea of giving every child a CDA at
birth. In 2007-08, 1,360 newborns received
an Oklahoma College Savings Plan account
containing an initial deposit of $1,000.
Research is tracking these children along with
1,347 children who did not receive an account.
CSD researchers are looking at how much
families save for their children's education,
the impact of SEED OK on parents'
expectations and behavior; and how much
difference SEED OK will make in child
development and educational achievement.
"If people have an account, they're thinking
more in the Future, not just thinking about
today," Sherraden says. "Having some savings
and assets really helps people think about
their long-term goals in a way that's more
productive."
With more than 2,700 participants, SEEDOK
is the largest of the SEED studies. In addition,
the research design - an experiment with
random assignment in a total population - is
the gold standard in research.
"In scientific terms, it's hard to imagine a better
project," Sherraden says. "To our knowledge,
SEED OK is the first experiment with
children's savings in the United States to use
this type of research design."
SEED OK is designed to allow researchers
to follow participants over time. Funding is
secured to study SEED OK participants from
birth until age 7, but CSD hopes that research
will continue well into the future.
"We are following the kids with accounts and
the kids who don't have accounts to see how
42







all income levels have
saved and built assets
for children and youth
in SEED.











they do in their early years and into their early schooling,"
Sherraden says. "Hopefully, someone will follow them all the
way through college."
Early in SEED OK, one participant commented, "When J was
growing up, there was never that encouragement to prepare
or think about going to college. I think this SEED money will
give parents and children a chance to look at it in a different
way. Parents will know the money is there and will talk to
their kids about it and encourage them to go to college."
(SO researchers look forward to learning how SEED OK
shapes the future of these now j-year-old Oklahoma
children as they prepare to enter elementary school in the
short term and for college and beyond. :-;
Do helping hands forge
lasting ties?
An American volunteer who build a school in Haiti today
may help create global goodwill for tomorrow, according to
a study by Brown School researcher.
The study, "Perceived Impacts of lnt rnaucnal ervi eon
Volunteers: Interim Re ults from a Q~lasl·Experil11ental
Study," supported by the Ford Foundation and relea ed
this past summer, sugge ts that even a few week of
international volunteer ervice may reap lasting ben fit .
International volunteer service IS growmg
worldwide, but there is little substantive
research about its impact.
According to Amanda Moore McBride, PhD, assistant
professor and research director at the Scho l's ruer for
Social Development (CSD), SO i leading research in thi
area and is the first organization to accomplish this kind of
rigorous quasi-experimental work on the topic.
"Because we partner with the Brookings
Initiative on International Volunteering
and Service, the research has already
had direct influence on policy." McBride
says. "Our research informed the 2009
Edward M. Kennedy Serve American Act
and the proposed 2010 Sargent Shriver
International Service Act."
The study sought to determine the effects of international
service on volunteers in four areas: international awareness,
intercultural relations, international social capital, and
international career intentions. The study demonstrated
benefits in all categories except intercultural relations.
An examination of international social capital - the
relationship between volunteers and people in the host
countries - revealed numerous ways in which these
connections flourish long after the volunteer period is over.
These connections include volunteers sending money back
to host countries, lobbying for policy changes, and linking
people and organizations to resources.
"The impact of the experience is not just for the volunteers
but perhaps, most importantly. for the host countries as
well," McBride says. "Even beyond the international service
experience, rhose human connections transcend time and
space. creating a foundation for global development."
A grant from a joint academic venture capital fund
pon orcd by the Brooking In titution in Wa htngron. D.C.,
and Wa htngton Univer try is supporting a longtt udtnal
follow-up with the volunt ers and analy is ofho l country
data, which will better gauge the lmpa t of international
service over t tmc.
The grant a1 0 supp rted a June 23 poli y forum on the
topic, co- pon ored by Global Econom and Devcl pment at
Brookings and the enter for clal Developrn nt. :.;
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Molly Tovar, EdD, former director
of leadership for the Bill & Melinda
Gates Millennium Scholars Program,
has been appointed director of the
Kathryn M. Buder Center for American
Indian Studies at the Brown School.
"We are excited to have Dr. Tovar join
Washington University," said Edward
F. Lawlor, PhD, dean of the Brown
School and the William E. Gordon
Distinguished Professor. "Her life's
work has been dedicated to American
Indians, from advancing educational
opportunities and supports for
success to bringing leadership on
issues related to cultural competency,
diversity, and cross-cultural
understanding."
Tovar, both of Native American and
Hispanic descent, earned a doctorate
in higher education and administration
from Oklahoma State University in
Stillwater, OK, where she later was
the director of student academic
services for the graduate college. She
is a consultant focusing on developing
leadership skills in academic and
corporate communications.
As director, Tovar will lead and provide
strategic direction for the Buder
Center and advance the center's goals
to educate and train health and human
services professionals who want to
work in Indian Country.
Tovar also will work to advance a
robust research agenda and new
knowledge creation to inform practice
and policy that impacts Indian Country.
"I am interested in this position
because of the opportunity to make
an impact at a very distinguished
institution," Tovar said. "To have the
opportunity to build on the nationally
known programs of the Buder Center
is invigorating. It is an honor to create,
support, promote, and celebrate
Washington University's success by
leading the continued development
of the center."
Tovar also will collaborate on special
projects that advance leadership
capacity and diversity on campus
as they relate to the provost ofAce's
diversity work group findings and
recommendations.
"I look forward to having Molly Tovar at
Washington University," said Provost
Edward S. Macias, PhD, executive
vice chancellor for academic affairs
and the Barbara and David Thomas
Distinguished Professor of Arts &
Sciences. "She has a wonderful set
of experiences that will help us in
carrying out our plans to diversify all
parts of the university."
Prior to her work with the Bill &
Melinda Gates Millennium Scholars
Program, Tovar was the chief operating
officer for the American Indian
Graduate Center and director of the
Gates Millennium Scholars Program
for American Indian/Alaska Natives in
Albuquerque, N.M., from 2001 to 2006.
She served as associate vice provost
for student services at the University
of Oklahoma Health Sciences Center
from 1999 to 2001.
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Tovar is nationally recognized for her
expertise in strategies for ensuring
the success of underrepresented
students in undergraduate and
graduate education. She is a member
of a number of state and national
committees on education, including
the Council of Graduate Schools
Advisory Committee on Minorities,
and is on the board of directors for
the New Mexico Southwest Youth
Services Council and on the education
committee of the Red Earth Museum
in Oklahoma City.
Outside of her work in higher
education, Tovar works with the
indigenous women in the tropical
villages of Panama and is working
on a book, The Entrepreneur's
Spirit: American Indian Women
Entrepreneurs' Edition.
She was selected as a Leadership
Foundation Fellow of the International
Women's Forum, a National Hispanic
Scholar and a recipient of the
Outstanding Oklahoma Native
American Leadership Award, among
many other accolades. :-:
TIME magazine has named Michael
Sherraden, PhD, the Benjamin
E. Youngdahl Professor of Social
Development, to the 2010 TiME 100,
the magazine's annual list of the 100
most influential people in the world.
Sherraden, the founder and director of
the Brown School's Center for Social
Development ((SO), is known for his
pioneering work on asset building for
low-income people.
"This TIME 100 award belongs to the
talented staff, faculty, and graduate
students associated with the Center for
Social Development," Sherraden says.
In his 1991 book, Assets and the Poor:A
Nelli American Welfare Policy, Sherraden
proposed establishing individual
savings account for the poor - also
known as Individual Development
Account (JDAs). His program calls for
the government and private ector to
Professor Michael Sherraden named
to TIME magazine's TIME 100
"The TIME 100 recognition is a
huge surprise," he says. "So many
people could be - and deserve to
be - recognized for their creative
and productive work, so I feel very
fortunate to be selected.
"The work that is being recognized
has resulted from the talents and
strong commitment of a large team of
people at Washington University and
relationships with dozens of partner




match individual contributions to IOAs
as a means of encouraging savings
and breaking the cycle of poverty.
IDAs have been adopted in federal
legislation and in more than 40 states.
Research results from the American
Dream Demonstration, a large eight-
year CSD research project to test
IDAs, were instrumental in the design
of Universal Savings Accounts, a 1999
proposal by President Bill Clinton that
would enable all working people to
have a 401(k) retirement plan.
Research
Sherradens work on assets has
influenced policy development in
the United Kingdom, Taiwan, Canada,
Indonesia, and other countries.
In the United Kingdom, as of 2005,
all newborns are given an account
at birth, with a larger initial deposit
into the accounts of children in low-
income families.
CSO is now re ting universal
children's saving accounts in a
project known as Saving for Education,
Entrepreneur hip and Oownpayment
(SEED). ( ee story 011 page 42)
herraden ha erved a an adviser
and consultant to the White
Hou e. Department of the Treasury,
Department of Housing and Urban
Development, Department of Health
and Human Service, the Carnegie
ouncil. and many other organizations.
In addition to his a set-building research,
herradcns scholarship focuses on civic
ervice and productive aging.
The TIME 100 list, now in its seventh
year. recognizes the activism,
innovation, and achievement of the
world's most influential individuals.
Says TIME Managing Editor Rick
Stengel of the list, "The TIME /00
is not a list of the most powerful
people in the world, it's not a list of
the smartest people in the world,
it's a list of the most influential people
in the world. They're scientists,
they're thinkers, they're philosophers,
they're leaders, they're icons, they're
artists, they're visionaries. People
who are using their ideas, their
visions, their actions to transform
the world and have an effect on a
multitude of people." :-:
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SAVE THE DATE.
A Day in the Life
Some of us live it every day, but in April, everyone got a window into
the day in the life of Brown School students, faculty, and honored
graduates at our annual Distinguished Alumni Awards Celebration.
Read more about our 2010 awardees below.
O JACK KIRKLAND,ASSOC. PROFESSOR O J. PETER ROBERTO,Msw'88 O REENA HAJAT3 CARROLL, MSW 'OS
Through her WOrk as executive
director of the Diversity Awareness
Partnership, Carroll has inspired
dialogue and understanding about
diversity in schools, worisplaces,
and communities throughout the
St. Louis region. Her contributions
to the community extend beyond
the partnership and include
memberships on the board of the
Living Insights Center and the
Children's Hospital Community
Advisory Board, among others.
Carroll also teaches a course on
human diversity and social justice




and old friends? Make











FROM THE "DAY IN




He is a nationally known scholar
who lectures, consults, and writes
on the African-American family.
His work is aimed al strengthening
and revitalizing distressed and
depressed communities. A popular
teacher, his goal is to arm students
with practical knowledge so
they can have an impact on
communities, whether it is through
having a seal in government, in
private enterprise or business, or
through community agencies. To
that end, Kirkland has developed
praeticum opporwnities in East
St. Louis, IL, and is working all
similar opportunities with other
municipalities.
As director of public health and
social services for Guam, Roberto's
work lies at the intersection of
public health and social work.
He launched programs, including
efforts in smoking cessation,
to improve the lives of Guam's
residents. Prior to this role,
he served as director of the
Department of Menial Health and
Substance Abuse, also in Guam.
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Expanding the Tool Kit
PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMS
By Janet Gillow, MSW '95
When I graduated from the Brown School
in 1995, my classroom and field placement
experiences had given me the tools needed
[0 launch a successful career. But over time,
it was dear that I needed to continue to
learn, to continually add more tools to the
kit. Enter post-graduate education. These
programs are a vital source of information
and skills that can help advance careers a
well as create new connections with people
in the community with like interests.
When the Brown School began to recruit
someone to shape the post-graduate
experience for people working in octal,
impact-oriented careers, I jumped at
the opportunity.
I joined the School at an exciting time.
The School had just completed a to-year
plan that built a solid case for investment
in quality, timely, and relevant profe lanai
development programs. Specifically,
we heard from many of you that you
would like to see us take a larger role in
providing these opportunities in St. Loui
and elsewhere.
We've made great progress in the pa t
couple of years, building off one of our
existing professional development program
wh ich has long been regarded as one of
the most respected health and human
services workshop series in the region.
We have expanded the number and types
of offerings available and have aligned
the series with our hallmark focus on
evidence-based practice.
As our MSW graduates take on a wider
range of professional roles, and as we
prepare to graduate our first class of Master
of Public Health students, we are mindful of
the many challenges and opportunities we
face in meeting the continuing education
needs of Individual with such diverse
profes tonal inter t.
What's on the horizon?
With 0 many graduates working around
the country and the world, di lance
learning is high on our Ii t of prlorlue . We
want any member of the community. no
matter wh r they are located, to b able
to u e re hnology to return to the Brown
chool, partl ipatlng in programs remotely.
This pa t ye r, we initi ted ever I pilot
pro) t leveraging the w b. The e in luded
webinar ,live streaming video of lectures.
audio downloads, and other mean through
which the rich on tent av tlabl at Brown
c n be readily ce tble to you.
If you have li tened to one of
the choo\' Heard@Brown
podcast , then you are already
expertenclng orne of this work.
If you would like to learn more about
upcoming opportunities, we've
listed some in this issue of the magazine
or you can visit:
_ brownschool.wustl.edu/profdev ~
We look forward to working more closely




Inan effort to provide
continuing education
that ismost relevant to
you, we are also making
Investments in gathering
more specfrc information
about the types of
lectures and programs
that are of Interest to
you With the volume
and pace of acuvrues at
lhe School, we want to
be able to streamline our
communications and help
you connect Withthe
facets of the school thal
are most meaningful to
your professional growth.






or perspectives to share.
Andwe are eager to learn
how we can meet your
profeSSionaldevelopment
needs and the needs of
your staff. Ifyou have
ideas about the future
of Brown's Professional
Development Program
or training needs we may
be able to help meet, I
encourage you to contact
me with your suggestions
at jgillow@wustl.edu
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MARK YOUR CALENDAR
SPRING 2011 PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT WORKSHOPS
JANUARY
Developing New Supervisors &
Increasing Skills of Current Supervisors
(3 CEU,)
Friday, January 14, 2011
8:30 - 11:30 a.m.
Know When to Hold JEm:
A Clinician's Guide to Recognizing
Pathological Gambling and What
to Do Next (3 CEUs)
Friday, January 21, 2011
8:30 - 11:30 a.m.
Autism Spectrum Disorders:
Helping Affected Individuals and
Families (3 CEUs)
Friday, January 21, 2011
9:00 - Noon
Federal Grantseeking
(2-part series; 6 CEUs)
Friday, January 28, and
Friday, February 4, 2011
8:30 - 11:30a.m., both sessions
Identifying & Developing Leadership
Potential (3 CEUs)
Friday, January 28, 2011
8:30 - 11:30 a.m.
FEBRUARY
Researching State Legislation (3 CEUs)
Friday, February 4, 2011
8:30 - 11:30 a.m.
Social Work Ethics in Action (3 CEUs)
Friday, February 11,2011
8:30 - 11:45 a.m.
Understanding Change:
An Introduction to Systems Dynamics
&: Group Model Building (3 CEUs)
Friday, February 11, 2011
8:30 - 11:30 a.m.
Establishing a Positive Organizational
Culture (3 CEUs)
Friday, February 18, 2011
8:30 - 11:30 a.m.
Sexual Addiction:
Current Strategies for Assessment
and Treatment (3 CEUs)
Friday, February 18, 2011
8:30 - 11:30 a.m.
Introduction to Parent-Child Interaction
Therapy (3 CEU,)
Friday, February 25, 2011
8:30 - 11:30 a.m.
: MARCH
Cognitive Processing Therapy fOI
Survivors of Trauma Diagnosed with
PTSD (2-part series, 12CEUs)
Thursday, March 10, and
Friday, March 11,2011
8:30 - 4:30 p.rn., both sessions
Job Performance Evaluation &
Corrective Action (3 CEUs)
Friday, March 11,2011
8:30 - 11:30a.m.
Introduction to Child Parent
Psychotherapy: Clinical Intervention
with Young Children Affected
by Trauma and Domestic Violence
(7 CEU,)
Thursday, March 17,2011
8'30 - 4'30 p.m.




It's All About the Kids:
Removing Barriers in Child Welfare
(S-part series, 10CEUs)
Fridays: March 18, April I, April 15, April
29, May 13, 2011
9:00 - 11:30a.m., all sessions
SOCIAL IMPACT I Winter 20Jl
APRIL
It's All About the Kids:
Removing Barriers in Child Welfare
(5-part series, 10 CEUs)
Fridays: March 18, April r, April1S. April
29. May 13, 201l
9:00 - 1l:30 a.m., all sessions
Evidence Based Public Health &: Scciel
Work: New Tools for the Practitioner
(3 CEUs)
Friday, April r. 2011
8:30 - 1\;30 a.m.
Personnel Management for Excellence
(3 CEUs)
Friday, April 8, 2011
8:30 - 11:30 a.m.
So Many Theories, So Little Time:
What's a Relationship Therapist to 007
(3 CEUs)
Friday, April 8, 201l
8:30 - 11:30 a.m.
Supporting Our Soldiers: Social Work
Training in Behavioral Health and
Family Programs for Roturning Voterans
(7 CEU.I
Friday, April '5, 'Oil
9,00 - 5' 0 p.rn.
How 10 Manl'll96 During Time. of Criais
(3 CEU.I
Friday, April '9, 'Oil
8:30 - 11:30 a.m.
?ychophonnocology (6 CEU.)
Thursday, M y 5, 'Oil
8'30 - 3'30 p.m.
Preparation for the Mestorsl
Advanced/Clinical Level Exams in
Social Work Practice
Friday, May 6. and
Saturday, May 7, 2011
8:00 - 5:00 p.m.
Confidentiality, Dual Relationships and
Other Ethical Conundrums (3 CEUs)
Friday, May 13, 2011




for our community. If you
live in the region, or close
by, we encourage you
to take advantage of our
many offerings, For more
information and to




Coping Power Program Training
(2-part series; 14CEUs)
Thursday, June 23, and
Friday, June 24, 2011
8:30 - 5:00 p.m., both sessions
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CREATING COMMUNITY Grounds 4 Change
Grounds
==== By Susan C. Thomson ====
Before the national trend toward
food activism took hold and before
Panera Bread, a national bakery-cafe
chain experimented with a non-
profit, donations-based restaurant
model, there was (and still is) Grounds
4 Change. This student-initiated
and managed cafe integrates it all:
social work, social justice, public
health, social entrepreneurship, and
environmentalsustainability.
The cafe also fills a more fundamental
need - providing a place where food,
fun, and conversation come together.
And if you've visited the School in the
past couple of years, you will see why
this budding idea from 2006 quickly
blossomed into one of the defining
experiences of the Brown School.
Here's how it all started.
Something vital was missing-
an open, welcoming, and
common space where Brown
School students, faculty, and
staff could stop, mingle, share
ideas, and grow relationships
with one another over food and
beverage.
The realization dawned on MSW
students Lisa Harper Chang and
Sarah Hunter when they were taking
a course called Social Work Practice
with Organizations and Communities.
Also obvious to them was the solution.
So they made a proposal and, with
administrative approval and financial
backing, opened a donations-based
coffee shop in September 2006 on the
main Aoor of Goldfarb Hall.
Housed in a former closet, furnished
with just a couple of chairs and a love
seat, the coffee shop was a far cry
from your neighborhood Starbucks.
However, Grounds 4 Change, its play-
on-words name, spoke to goals out of
all proportion to its tiny size.
"Everything was very principled,"
Chang says. To the extent possible,
menu items were healthful and
procured locally. Wages for student
employees were on a par with campus
work-study rates. Prices were low, and
customers caught temporarily short of
funds were allowed to pay later.
III~I~ __ ---
Hunter and Chang conceived it as
nothing less than a model of social
justice, environmental awareness,
mindful eating and living, and
community building and betterment
through dialogue and mutual trust.
G4C, as it has become known, caught
on. Barbara Levin, coordinator of the
School's Alliance for Building Capacity
and an almost daily customer from
the beginning, found it "a wonderful
gathering place for the students, the
staff and the community."
5°
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Grounds 4 Change was an education in the
"art of managing a staff," teaching employees the
ropes, and then trusting them to do their jobs.
For Chang, "it was conftrmauon of things
that Sarah and I had suspected - that
something as simple as coffee and food
could bring people together."
The Invitingly casual lounge, with all
of it tables and me t of the chair
on wheels for ea y arranging and
rearranging. is a hospitable place for
solitary study as well as meet-ups of a
variety of sizes.Having established itself in its first year,
G4C moved the next year to Goldfarb's
newly renovated main-floor lounge.
Here, the former hole-in-the-wall
became a whole wall with a counter
and stools under bright, white pendant
lights - all against the background of
a bas-relief map of the globe.
MSW student Lynn Westbay strolls
through G4C several times a week,
looking for anyone she might know
and possibly grabbing an "everything"
bagel, which is also a favorite of MSW
student Tanya Dean. Plus, says Dean,
"They let me get food on an IOU. They
trust me." Levin says she comes mostly
for the coffee.
That coffee is shade-grown, free-
trade, and a bargain at the suggested
donation of $1 in the customer's
container or $1.50 in G4C'S own
biodegradable paper cup.
All possible waste is either recycled
or composted. Vendors, preferably
local, are chosen for not just the
virtues of their products but also
their own sensitivity to environmental
and social issues. For all of its bigger,
more upscale digs, G4C still operates
in strict keeping with its founding
principles.
Seeing to that are the students who
run it, doing everything from ordering
and picking up the supplies to hiring
and training the all-student staff. In
doing so, they have also picked up
some valuable extracurricular lessons
in entrepreneurship. Chang says she
and Hunter learned that it is "difficult
to turn a profit when you're a small
business."
For Felicia Li, who co-managed it
during the 2009-\0 academic year with
fellow MSW student Brittanie Ceilings,
C4C was an education in "the art of
managing a staff," teaching employees
the ropes, and then trusting them
to do their jobs instead of micro-
managing them.
Ceilings says her C4C experience
reinforced her class work by providing
her opportunities to work with a
variety of people. As she says, "That's
what you learn in social work." Both
women say their year in charge made
them more health- and environment-
conscious in their personal lives.
Business looks bright for G4C. The
record high enrollment in the MSW
program and the School's new Master
of Public Health degree program
is posing a new challenge for the
enterprise - as well as the School
overall: managing growth. 'jo~
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in China, India, and Chile.
Brown School
MASTER'S STUDENTS
represent more than SO
international undergraduate
institutions.
















o STUDENTS' HOME COUNTRIES (pan 3 years)
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